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SUMMARY • \
I
In deriving the characteristics of a synthetic aperture radar which is carried j|
in a high speed vehicle there are a number of constraints as well as a number j;
of degrees of freedom among the parametc-r values which may. be selected for the j
i
radar system. It is the purpose of this paper to show how these constraints I
and the available degrees of freedom affect the swath width, resolution, area >
I;
converage rate, average power, system complexity, and system parameters of t!ie
radar.
The organization of this paper is as follows: The radar range equation includ-
ing processing gains for pulse compression and <:yntiietic aperture generation is
the starting point. System geometry considerations are introduced. For simpli-
city flat earth geometry is used, although it is realized this is not a good
model Tor satellite borne radars. Next the constraints are introduced. These
include those needed to avoid ambiguities in both ranf.e and azimuth, those need-
ed to acheive the Desired resolution, and those needed to achieve the desired
swath width. .
It is found, if only a single channel radar system is used, that the number of
degrees of freedom needed are not available. There are a variety of ways in
which these added channels can be introduced. They may be multiple along track
beams, or a combination of along track and along range beams•
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The multiple along track channel case is analyzed in Section 1.0. It is re-
ferred to as Case I. The multiple along range case is analyzed in Section
2.0. It is referred to as Case II.
1.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF MULTIPLE ALONG-TRACK CHANNELS
Section 1.0 considers the case of a synthetic aperture radar in which multiple
channels in the along track direction are introduced.
The corresponding analysis for multiple beaas tn the along track range Direction
is given in Section 2.0.
Much of the analysis of Sections 1.1 to 1.7 is analogous to that used by the
1 2author in two papers analyzing the properties of synthetic aperture sonars.
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1.1 PRELIMINARY SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO COMBINATIONS
The signal to noise ratio at the output of a single channel radar usin-j br>th
pulse compressio and synthetic aperture generation is given as
f. RX
26* V
In equation (1), the first factor gives the usual1 rsd=»r rangs signal to noise
ratio expressio . the second factor gives the i-nprovement in signal to noisi
ratio due to pulse compression, while the third factor gives the improvement in
signal to noj.se ratio due to synthetic aperture generation.
It is useful to introduce be following relations into equation (1)
rec.
ave
HD
. A/D
BTO - 1 '
(2)
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Figure 2 gives a p lo t of W ' ( R - R . ).
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Combination of equations (1) and (2) gives
P D2 o X ,-.
avc (3)
8!i R3 kT 0 2 6.V
N £ a
At tills point parameter values in equation (3) are unconstrained. The
nature of the constraints is introduced in subsequent sections. When
the constraints have been determined, they will be introduced into equation
3.
The definition of quantities used in all equations is given in a glossary
of terms. Equations 1,2, and 3 have been previously derived by tho author
in reference 3,
1.2 SYSTEM CUOMKTKY
The geometry used is shown in Figure 1 for the flat earth case. This
is done for simplicity rniy.
In Figure 1, the followi-ig relations apply. The quantities h, 0, and W are
assumed to bo the indonewlont variables.
d = 11 cot '••
R . = v'h"' + d"1
n i n
X = v Ir' r (d :• w)~
max
I1'!!?! liiL!: JiinJL (M I
w ~ :i R . ?!
ra.ix mm g
0 = :',_. + K '-'-
cosfi ,/2
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Figure 1. Geometry (flat earth approximation)
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i . 3 R\XC_E SWATH SKLECTION, BINGE AMBIGUITY AVOI 1ANCE, AND RANGE RESOLUTION
For the geometry of Figure 1, one first selects W, the desired swath width
on the ground. Together with h, and 0, this determines all tl.e geometric
parameters in Figure 1 using equations 4.
IIs
-^
From the last of equations A, the quantity W is related to (K - R ).
The unambiguous range, R , tn.iv he chosen to have any value greater than
R - R , i.e.,
max min
R R = (R - R . )
u max mm
To prevent eclipsing one nceJs also
- R < M T
c max =
- R > (M - 1) T +
e rain -
where >i irf an integer.
Those relations are illustrated in Flgur? 3.
Tlie quantit'':s R , T, and prf are related by the expressions
" - ~
(5)
»a1,5
si?,
3
?'
I
— ^ T o c\i 2 2 prf (7)
One additional requirement is mn-essary to avoid range ambiguities; namelv:
potentially .iir.biguous ranges must receive limited llluminnttr>n by tailorlr.g
the elevation pattern of the beam so that Q- is given by the third of
equations 4 .ind, hence, II, the vertical antenna aperture, is given by
H = \/0
E
(3)
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Figure 3. Relations among R , R . , T, prf, and T.,
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Figure 4. Dopplur frenuency shift for a moving antenna.
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^Having selected the values for W, R and X, the quantities R , T, prf and
H are now determined.
\
\
Range resolution, 6 , of course depends on the radar bandwidth B in accord-
ance with the relations
\
c T.
I
2 (9)
1.it AZ7MUTH AM3IGUITY AVOIDANCE
It can be sho-.fn easily that given an antenna with horizontal apertuie D,
moving with velocity V in a direction parallel to D generates a Doppler
frequency shift, f ,, given by
(10)
at its three db beam width points. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
Since the radar systems of concern are sampled data systems, one needs to
sample the signals in the antenna beam at a rate at least twice the value
given by equation (10). Hence
prf = 2Y
Y - 1 (11)
Recall however, that prf has been set by choice of R . Also V is a parameter
whose value is set by primarily non-rr.dar consideration. Thus equation
(11) is really a constraint on the value of D - namely:
prf R ^  RC U C U (12)
In writing the second form of equation (12), use was made of equation ('7).
A useful relation is obtained by solving equation (12) for 3 V. This
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quantity is the area rate mapped in the slant range plane. If A represents
this quantity, one has
•
 c < £
A u « Y D = *" ° (13)
Thus the area which can be mapped per second is determined only by D and y.
Choice of the value of D according to equation (12) prevents azimuth ambig-
uities if the sidelobe levels o." the antenna are properly kept below some
acceptable level.
1.5 ACHIEVEMENT OF ALONG TRACK RESOLUTION
From equations I/ or 13 one noccs that the value of D is set by the selection
of swath width, or by the area rate desired. In some cases the value of D
resulting from these ccnsiderar Ions may be greater than 25 , where 6 is
a a
desirc-d alo.ig track resolution.
In such Cuses, the use of a single beam cannot acnieve the desired resol-
ution, because the width of the segment illuminated by the radar is too
short. However, there is no reason vhy one cannot use multiple beans.
What one needs to do Js illuminate a tegment whose length is at least that
needed to achieve the synthetic aperture length one needs.
The length of synthetic aperture needed (non-squint case) is given by
LSAR * W (H)
u
Given an antenna aperture of horizontal aperture, D, one can form n brams
using a technique sucli as that used in n Butler Matrix so that the same
aperture is used to form the r. beans. 7n this case the segm<v:c illuminated
at range R is
TLI D (15)
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One neuds to choose n so that
(16)
n M
M C
- ' (19)
Thus i Ins product i<f the number of beams by mmber of pulses under way
simultaneously is given by ihe right hand side of equal ion 19.
Tito quantity of .:.:i /c is the time required for a raclnr sipn.nl to traverseir>»» \
the path front radar to tarRot and tlu-n back to tho Carpet. Multiplication
of this tlaio by V j;ives tlio. :1istancf traversed by tho r.iJar liurinj; this
round-trip interval. This distance divided by <S p.lvi-s the product i. M
needed except for the factors \ and a which relate to an over samp Hnp,
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The multiple beam configuration is Illustrated in Kigure 5.
Combination of equations 14. 15, and 16 gives
[2lUVJ GE . (17)
Equation (17) gives tho number of be.im:< r.t'ces:sarv. In equation 17, :hc
symbol l>0,,,. is to/ be interpreted as thesraallo.si integer greater than or
equal to x. ]
I
The first of ecj.iat ions (6) with the equal sign chosen can b-? .Titter, an
S = :i ~ = M K N
max -' u (18)
Thus M may be interpreted .is the rumher of pul.;es siiuul tanoously in transit
during radar oportion.
Uso of equations \2 and 18 in equ.it ion 17 giver.
/ V2R
1 Eb!
• '---Tin
factor and over illumination factor respectively.
1.6 SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO WITH CONSTRAINTS
In writing the equations leading to equation (3) a single radiated beam was
assumed so that P in this equation is the average power in a single
radiated beam. Since n beans are required, with n given by equation (17),
the total average power, P ., is given by solving equation 3 for P ,
and then multiplying this quantity by n. One has
> •I'1)ave \ N /
8n Rs k 6 Vd
D2 o A (20)
and
Total D2 o X
o A
2n 6
>• (21)
From equations 13 and 18 several equivalent expressions for V/D may be
obtained: namely
V
D
c M
max (22)
Combination of equations 21 and 22 gives
Total
4ir R3 k T 0 2N E
a o Y
M
c M
•«•» R
max . (23)
It will be noted that equation (23), evaluated at maximum range,
predicts that the average power required varies as the- squ.-.re of maximum
range.
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1.7 ANTENNA CONSIDERATIONS
It has been shown in Section 1.2 that
, „ W sine
sin 8,
E Rmax (24)
and that
W - (R - R < , C°S 6E/2
" max min) 75—5cos(6 -9
If it is assumed that 6,, is sufficiently small so that
*•*,
then combination of equations 4,8, and 26 gives
X R
H
sin 0£ * 0E (26)
W sin 6 (27)
One may rewrite equation 25 as follows:
W 6 W 8 cos (0£/2)
R = TR- R . ) cos (6 - 6 /,) / 2 f iNu max rain E// \.tot
Substitution of W from equation 28 ir.to equation 27 gives
[ X V-J [ -co* (e-eE/2) 1
« -
 L ,IP e J [RU -3 cos (6E/2> J (29)
The area, A, of the antenna .-an be obtained by multiplying equation 20 by
equation 12. The result is
[A Rnmx1 IC°S l"~ *E/2;I I /,yV I (30)A = H r«= ——— '" - "F.//<°* «w2> Ji-
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Since B = 1 and y = 1, equation 30 shows that there is a minimum antenna
area required.
One also recalls with respect to antenna requirements that D is given by
equation 12 and that the number-of beams required is given b> equation 17.
2.0 THE MULTIPLE RANGE CHANNEL CASE
In section 3 the case in which the multiple channels are in the range
coordinate is analyzed.
One starts by considering a single elevation channel with the value of Q'
'. *•*
at first unspecified. As the analysis proceeds, one will need to provide
multiple elevation channels.
Quantitites whose values differ in Case II f'..vm their values in Case I
are designate.! by 'une of a prime on the appropriate symbol.
2.1 PRELIMINARY SIGNAL TO H01SE RATIO FOR CASE II
Equation (1) for the single beam case applies to the multiple range channel
case. Equations (2) also apply. Tor this case one gets
P c A
ave
Bit R3 k T., 6 V
N a
(H')2 (D-)2
(31)
2.2 SYSTEM GEOMETRY
The system geometry in Figure 1 applies also for Case II as do dlso
equations (4) except that the elevation angle, P', will eventually be div-
ided into a number of elevation channels which will span different range
intervals. (See Figure 6).
One assumes for this case that h, and R , are independent variables.
max
The third quantity to solva the geometry is specified later.
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2.3 ACHI:IVEl-i~IT OF ALONG TRACK RESOLU'fION 
Given a desired resIJlution. ca' the required value for D ,is given4 by 
D~:. 2 Q ~ 
a 
Q < 1 
= 
2.4 AVOIDA.'1CE OF ALONG TRACK MmrG:JI1'IES A.~D ACl/rL:VE~JI::NT OF liESlhED 
SIMTH WIDTH 
Equation 11 applies to Case II. Ho\:ever. in this r.ase, D has been specifie~ 
by equation 32 so that· equation 1] becomes a specification on prf. ThIs. 'If 
course. also specifies r~ and R~ - namely: 
u 
R~ 
u 
1 
prf" 
~D 
I",-V 
Comp-'lr1son ufcquat ion 17 with equation 32 shows that 
D = n D' 
Hence 
R :. n R" 
u u 
and W = n I"" 
Thus n beams in elevation are needed to span lhe desired swath Width W. 
F.quatior; 27 is val1d for Case II. Combination of t~:!d equation with 
equation 35 gives 
>. R .1 .\ ~ 
H ~ =. m':IlC = 77"~_r.._.,-:x_ 
w' sin e~ W sin O· 
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(33) 
(34) 
(34) 
(36) 
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Figure 5. Use of mjltinle
aperture length.
s^s to illuminate the synthetic
Figure 6. Partition of 6r into range channels Or
ii -
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As an approximation, let 6 be considered as being approximate.'.y equal to 6'.
Comparison of (36) with equation 27 gives
H' = n H
Choice of 6 specifies D', and R '. Choice of 0 (or. W) specifies n.
3. U E
Choice of system geometry specifies H'.
(37)
It will be noted from equations 52, 53, and 54, that for Case II, the
value of H' is n times the value of It for Case I, but that D' ia 1/n
the value of D such that the antenna areas remain constant.
The number of channels n for Case I and II are equal. In Case I, tho
channels are in the along track direction; in Case II, they are in the
along range direction.
For both Cases I and II, there is a minimum antenna t-rea required. This
area is proportional to wavelength, X, maximum range, R , and
max
satellite speed V. It also deponds on geometric factors as shown in
equation 49.
The total average power required i*. .,,e same for both C^ ses I and II.
From equation 47, one notes that the total average power, P j, required
varies directly as the square of 9 , and directly as M, directly with the
noise temperature TN, inversely as the target cross section o.
The dependence of average power with range is as range cubed. . However, at
maximum range it varies as the sonare of r^nge. II.is latter behavicr . du:
to the fact that an'enna arra must L,e mace proportional to R
max
The analysis above has been based on c flat earth approximation only for
the simplicity of a first analysis. It is realized that the actual
geometry needs to be ronsideied. This will be done at a later date.
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2.5 SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO WITH CONST -UI-"" fQR CASE II {
Equation (31) ",ives the signal to :ioiae for Case IT in the absence )
of constraints. The important constraints for Case II arc given by [j
1*equations 34 and 37. If one foms the product H D , one gets using M
these equations i)
- ' 'A
D ' ' 1
H'n' = (n 1!) e.) = H D . '.J8) j
Use of equation 38 in equation 31 shows that " j
,\ • f.
S_ S
N
 Case IT N Case 1 (39)
Thus the signal to noise ratio for Case TT is identical to that tor Case I.
i
1
For Case II, one iitfc.ls the sane average power- c.s ic* Case I. ]
In Case I, n beams are usod ir. the. tilonj; track case and D is given by
CT sat ion \2. Fv->r Case II n lu-ams .ilnng the range direction are used.
In Case 1, the v.iiao of i) is n t iror. orcater vhan the vaU-c cf D'.
In Case II, th>-. value of H' is n times larger than H.
In both ca^cs the area of the anti-mia has the same value, - nanely: that
given by equation 30. j
i
!
3.0 SUMMAKY JF RESULTS !
. ^ j
The major results of these analyses arc the constraints on parameter values- \
and the ctfrcts of these constro•'• ,T •» in d-.terrcininr, the average power T
required. I
j
For Case I, the prfmrry rcsluts are these giver, '.y equations 7, 12,'13, i
I
1A, 17, 18, 19, I!1, i9, npd 30. These arc repeated on the next page. i
(40)
D - _ R
c u
D (42)
SAR (A3)
Lac4
R = MR
max u
/2R \
n „ . I _H^ J
o \ c 6 /
(45)
t,i.\(46)
Total (A7)
cos(B-6E/2)
cos(9E/2)
A = HD = 4 | j[- l(
 cos(eE/2)
-)
(48)
(49)
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For Case II the primary results nre given by equations 32, 33, 34; 37, 38.
and 39. These are repeated below
2 a 5a (50)
= 1
c
Ru = = ~ D'
I)' = D/n (52)
11' - n H (53)
H'l)' = H D = A (54)
*\ f*
N /In = IN/ r (55)
For Case I, It will be noted that R and 5 are chosen independently. For
U tl
Case I choice of R leads to the r.pecification of prf, D, and A. Choice of
u
6 then leads to a specification of L nnd n.
a bAK
Choice of R and the svstem geometry leads to the specification oi' M, H,
max
and A.
All of these constraints lead to the expression for total average power
required.
For Case II, R , 5 . and 0,, (or its equivalents such as W) are chosen in-
nvx <j E
dependent!;,.
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GLOSSARY OP TERMS
A, A
rec
A
B
c
D
d
E
f ,
H
h
k
LSAR
M
N
n
ave
PTotal
R
R ,min
R
max
R
u
S
T
TN
V
W
Area of Receiving Antenna
Area mapped pur second in slant range plane
Receiver Bandwidth
Speed of propagation of radar signals
Horizontal antenna aperture
See Figure J
Elevation angle (see Figure 1)
floppier frequency shift (see eq. 10)
Cain of Transmitting antenna
Vertical Antenna nperture
AJtitude of radar above earth
Boltzmann's constant
Length of synthetic aperture
Length of Illuminated segment
Number of pulses unu?r way (see eq. 6 and 18)
Noise power in radar receiver
Number .of radar channels
Peak transmitter power (one channel)
Average transmitter power (one channel)
Total average transmitter power (n channels)
-Radar Range
Minimum Radar Range
Maximum Radar Range
Unambiguous Radar Range
Signal Power at Radiv Output
Interpulse period
Receiver Noise temperature
Speed of translation of radar
Swath width
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS (cont'd)
a Constant (see eq. 16)
fj constant (see eq. 5)
Y Constant (see oq. 11)
6 Synthetic Aperture Resolution
6 Range Resolution
A Radar wavelength
o Target cro&s-sectional area
T. Duration of uncompressed pulse
T Duration of compressed pulse
0 Elevation Angle (see Figure 1)
0 Elevation Benmwldth (see Figure 1)
c*
SPECIAL SYMROL
]„_, Signifies smallest integer greater tl-an or equal co x.GE
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